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Whiteboard and Lafayette set the College’s all-time application record through
student search expertise, parent outreach, superior creative development, and
unwavering commitment to excellence
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The Challenge
Lafayette College had an ambitious goal – a goal they’d
never achieved before in the College’s prestigious
190-year history. Simply put, they wanted to exceed
8,000 applications for admission to the College. After
experiencing a drop in applications the previous year,
Lafayette knew they needed to alter their approach in
order to meet such lofty goals.
To align recruitment efforts with larger institutional
objectives, they sought the help of a more effective, more
creative, more dynamic, more knowledgeable, and more
committed student search partner.
Greg MacDonald, Lafayette’s Vice President of Enrollment
Management reflected, “It was clear from the moment
we sat down with Whiteboard that this was it – this
partnership would put us over the top, both in terms of
our application goal but also our creative vision, quality
of communications, and ability to be as ‘high-touch’ in
student search as we are with yield efforts.”

“Our whole team could feel it throughout the conversations – this
was something different. I knew the moment that we started working
together that we would have an excellent chance of exceeding our
application goal,” Greg MacDonald, Vice President of Enrollment.

The Partnership
Jonathan Epstein, Senior Vice President, Enrollment Strategies for
Whiteboard Higher Education, notes, “Along with our level of expertise and
strategic vision, what separates us from other student search companies
is our passion for this work – our enthusiasm and optimism – which
creates a genuinely different experience for our clients. The word may be
overused, but it’s a real partnership; it’s a relationship, not a transaction.”

Whiteboard has clearly cemented our position as a
truly unique search provider with unparalleled service
and technology offerings:

1

The right size and entrepreneurial spirit to provide personal
service from the principals of the organization. From our
first meeting through the conclusion of your campaign, you
get our very best talent and attention day and night, Saturday and
Sunday, always in the trenches.

2

Unmatched practical enrollment experience and intricate
knowledge of student search. That coupled with our
expansive analytical expertise allows us to deliver the perfect
blend of large firm experience and skill combined with the intimate
relationships of a smaller firm.

3

Cutting-edge technologies and the constant drive to test,
evolve, and continually improve results. With Whiteboard,
you gain access to a “search think tank,” where new ideas are
constantly brought forward, validated, and shared among our clients.

Whiteboard provides unparalleled service and
technology while adding incredibly valuable
proprietary best practices, such as extended
campaigns; integrated design and content
creation; personalized URLs and landing pages;
and household consumer data including income,
education, and purchasing power.
Our Engagement framework – which identifies
in detail the level of interaction each individual
student has with the search campaign– allows
institutions to get the most value out of the
campaign by determining who has sufficient
engagement to load into their database, not
merely relying on the provider to hand back a
pile of undifferentiated “responders” or “nonresponders.”
These features, along with our continual focus on
the evolution of student search, made us a perfect
match for Lafayette College.
“I can’t tell you how reassuring it is to know that,
while we’re busy with all that we have on our
plates, that Whiteboard is there beside us,” said
MacDonald. “And to top it off, they are noticeably
less expensive than the bigger search firms.”

The Plan
We knew Lafayette’s messaging had
become stagnant in recent years in terms of
content and outdated strategies had been
producing flat results. Whiteboard’s task
was to remedy all of the above.
Using our integrated approach to
creative development, we got to work in
collaboration with Lafayette’s admissions
and marketing teams.
For an email campaign, we know that you
can’t break through the inbox clutter with
bland digital letters. At Whiteboard, design
and copy are inseparable – interwoven
together at every stage. This unique blended approach allows us to
create vibrant, compelling, and content-rich recruitment messages
for our clients that are authentically their own.
We then align all the strategic factors – list composition, messaging,
timing, subject lines – each playing a significant role in campaign
performance. We test and evaluate constantly, sharing best
practices, so that all of our partners have access to the most current

and leading-edge thinking and findings.
In this case, we knew that Lafayette would benefit greatly
from augmenting their efforts with extensive direct
outreach to parents of prospective students. Leveraging
the excellent content created for the student campaign,
we developed the Lafayette parent search.

The Parents
Research shows that parents are the most important influence on
a student’s college search and enrollment decisions. While many
colleges wish to include parents in prospective student marketing,
acquiring a reliable database of parent names and email addresses
is easier said than done.

This approach allowed Lafayette to take a
comprehensive household approach to search
outreach, involving full families for those participating.
As an institution that prides itself on high-touch
personal attention, this opportunity to represent the
classroom and campus experience in the recruitment
process is worth its weight in gold as parents engaged
with the campaign at an astonishing rate of 90%.
Students whose parents were in the campaign applied
at eight times the rate of students without parents in
the campaign, and also yielded at dramatically higher
rates, filling nearly 20% of the incoming first year class.

The Results

Whiteboard has developed a highly effective approach. Using
several acquisition strategies, we generated a parent email database
for a portion of the Lafayette College search audience. We modified
the existing student search campaign and deployed the full
sequence of search messages to parents in parallel with the student
version. When students received messages focused on outcomes,
parents received the same messaging at the same time.

“Operation 8,000” was a smashing success! After
Lafayette’s January 15th application submission
deadline, the College received 8,150 applications for fall
2016 freshman enrollment.
“I have no doubt that we would not have reached
8,000 applications this year without our good friends
and partners at Whiteboard,” said MacDonald. “They
delivered far beyond what I have ever experienced with
other firms, going above and beyond even what they
promised, time after time.”
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And while the Lafayette
admissions team
deserves the credit
for all their hard work
in building this record
applicant pool, the
evidence is clear that the
Whiteboard campaign
played a critical role.
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MacDonald added, “These results do more than just validate

Strategically, we view student search as the only place
in the recruitment process where you, the institution,
control the audience, the message, and the timing. It’s an
enormous opportunity.
Search done right requires a real partnership in order to
take the most advantage of that opportunity. We think
it’s essential for search – and Whiteboard – to continually
evolve and improve, ensuring that our clients can extract
the maximum value out of the resources they commit to
the effort. While search is indeed a significant investment,
when done well, it produces immense ROI.
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to Lafayette. And more than 450 enrolling students - over
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that Whiteboard’s
strategic and creative
approaches are far
more effective, they
make it virtually
impossible for me to
imagine working with
anyone else.”

In coming years,
Lafayette has even
more opportunity to
grow, owing to an
85% increase in the most engaged students in their recently
completed junior/sophomore search campaign. “The
thousands upon thousands of more meaningful touch points
are leading to stronger inquiries, which will produce an even
more robust applicant pool,” said MacDonald.
“It’s extremely exciting to me how we were able to personally
communicate with so many parents in both our senior and
junior/sophomore campaigns. We’re getting the chance to
demonstrate the best of Lafayette, and it is succeeding wildly.”
There is no doubt that recruiting full families is a key
component of the next generation of student search, along
with digital marketing and one-to-one student micro polls that
capture student feedback, preferences, and interest.
Lafayette College has a bright future ahead. The President
recently approved long-term goals for growth, expansion of
financial aid, and other initiatives to help the College continue
to be a leader of high-quality liberal arts education in the
twenty-first century.

Whiteboard delivers the next
generation of student search:
n No other enrollment service provider will give
more, care more, or work harder in order to
generate creative ideas, innovative solutions, and
outstanding results than Whiteboard.
n We promise our team’s unwavering commitment
to our clients’ success – to get in the trenches
and to always treat each client as our top priority.
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